Genomic footprinting has emerged as an unbiased discovery method for transcription factor (TF) occupancy at cognate DNA in vivo. A basic premise of footprinting is that sequence-specific TF-DNA interactions are associated with localized resistance to nucleases, leaving observable signatures of cleavage within accessible chromatin. This phenomenon is interpreted to imply protection of the critical nucleotides by the stably bound protein factor. However, this model conflicts with previous reports of many TFs exchanging with specific binding sites in living cells on a timescale of seconds. We show that TFs with short DNA residence times have no footprints at bound motif elements. Moreover, the nuclease cleavage profile within a footprint originates from the DNA sequence in the factor-binding site, rather than from the protein occupying specific nucleotides. These findings suggest a revised understanding of TF footprinting and reveal limitations in comprehensive reconstruction of the TF regulatory network using this approach.
INTRODUCTION
Site-specific binding of transcription factors to regulatory elements forms the genetic basis for promoter activation and cell selective gene regulation. Direct recognition of primary DNA sequence elements is now an assumed property for most regulatory proteins. Early studies (Galas and Schmitz, 1978) found that the DNA elements to which these factor bind are selectively resistant to nuclease digestion, leading to the concept of a protein induced footprint on the DNA. This phenomenon was later extended to the identification of protein localization events in nuclei (Church et al., 1985; Jackson and Felsenfeld, 1985; Zinn and Maniatis, 1986) , and whole cells (Becker et al., 1987) , and has been used frequently to characterize factors acting at eukaryotic regulatory elements.
With the advent of deep sequencing methodology, the detection and characterization of nuclease resistant footprints becomes possible at an unparalleled level of sensitivity and resolution (Boyle et al., 2011; Hesselberth et al., 2009; Neph et al., 2012b; Henikoff et al., 2011) . Digital genomic footprinting (DGF) is emerging as a major tool to identify proteins associated with specific enhancer or promoter structures. Throughout the evolution of this methodology, it has been assumed that the protein responsible for the footprint prevents nucleolytic attack on the protected nucleotides by simple steric blocking of the nuclease through stable DNA binding (Jackson and Felsenfeld, 1985) . Furthermore, it is generally argued that the nuclease digestion pattern observed within the footprint results from differential protection of nucleotides contacted by the bound protein. Thus, the cleavage ''signature'' is thought to be induced at the binding site by the bound protein.
This interpretation of footprint profiles conflicts fundamentally with studies on the residence times for DNA binding proteins in living cells. Direct observation of site-specific binding of a transcription factor to its response element in living cells led to the surprising discovery that the glucocorticoid receptor residence time on glucocorticoid response elements (GREs) is in the range of 10 s. (McNally et al., 2000) . Numerous other factors have been studied subsequently, with the general conclusion that many site-specific DNA binding proteins are moving rapidly on and off the template (Sprague et al., 2004; Bosisio et al., 2006; Stasevich et al., 2010; Gebhardt et al., 2013; Poorey et al., 2013; see Mazza et al., 2012 and Hager, 2014 for review) .
Resolving this conundrum is central to our understanding of transcription factor function. Genomic studies describe signals averaged across large cell populations, and by their nature mask complexity on molecular time scales. Real-time analyses of factor-chromatin interactions, either in living cells (McNally et al., 2000) , or through in vitro reconstitution approaches (McKnight et al., 2011; Nagaich et al., 2004; Kassabov et al., 2002) , often reveal dynamic movement undetected in population-based experiments.
We have reexamined the issue regarding genome-wide nuclease cleavage patterns. Using a footprint detection algorithm, we find that the depth of protection conferred by a given factor is generally correlated with the published binding residence time of the factor. Factors with very short residence times have minimal, often undetectable, depth of protection, whereas factors with relatively long binding times produce extensive protection. Furthermore, there is often no correlation between the extent of binding at a given site measured with chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) analysis and the presence or absence of a detectable footprint at factor-specific sequence (B) Basic steps of the DNase2TF footprint detection algorithm. Statistical significance of local cut count depletion is assessed by a binomial Z score using a local background window centered at the candidate region. For boundary identification, the initial set of candidate regions goes through an iterative merging process to identify the regions that produce the most significantly cut-depleted regions. For a full description of the algorithm, see the Experimental Procedures. (C) Framework for transcription factor binding prediction and ROC analysis. For each algorithm, prediction about transcription factor binding is made based on the cut count profile for each binding motif occurrence that resides within a DNase I hypersensitive site. The bottom row illustrates how the ChIP-seq data are used only after the prediction step to evaluate the accuracy in terms of false-positive results, false-negative results, etc.
(D) ROC analysis results from DNase2TF and other methods. The prediction framework was applied to our algorithm and previously published algorithms using the DNase-seq and c-Jun (AP-1 subunit) ChIP-seq data from the mammary cell line 3134 (-Dex; top left) or from ENCODE K562 (top right). Comparison was also (legend continued on next page)
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Dynamic Footprints in Chromatin elements. Finally, we show that the selective digestion profiles associated with DNA footprints result not from protection by the bound protein, but rather from the molecular structure of the DNA itself. These cleavage signatures are invariably observed in digestion profiles either for total chromatin or for deproteinized DNA. These findings are consistent with the dynamic model of factor action that emerges from living cell studies and provide a most plausible explanation of the site occupancy issue.
RESULTS

Identification of Localized Nuclease-Resistant Elements
We sought to evaluate the capacity of DGF to predict individual transcription factor binding events for a mammalian genome. ''Footprints'' are classically defined as regions relatively protected from enzymatic cleavage within DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHSs). An accurate DGF analysis presents significant technical challenges. First, a highly enriched (low-background) DNase-seq sample must be sequenced at great depth to allow reliable detection of locally protected regions within a given DNase I hypersensitive site. Therefore, only deeply sequenced data sets were included for analyses here, as in previous studies (Neph et al., 2012b) . Another limitation of DGF arises from inferring the relevant transcription factor based on the underlying DNA sequences and matches to known TF motifs. Such indirect determination is problematic for TFs with poorly characterized sequence motifs, or those in a large family of TFs sharing motif preferences. We avoided these complications by limiting our analyses mostly to TFs with well-characterized sequence binding motifs, allowing unambiguous assignment of TFs based on DNA sequences at observed footprints. Moreover, we located genome-wide occurrences of putative binding elements using high confidence position weight matrices generated from ChIP-seq peaks. Because of the binding motif-centric nature of footprinting, all DGF analyses in this study exclude indirect DNA binding of TF via binding to another TF, thus minimizing false-negative results in binding prediction. Finally, a major hurdle in DGF exists due to a dearth of fast and robust computational methods that can be used to search and find footprint candidates from DNase-seq data. DGF was originally applied to the yeast genome, which allows a more accurate cleavage profile because of its small genome size (Hesselberth et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010) . Subsequently, computational detection of footprint candidates has been performed on the mitochondrial genome and the entire human genome (Mercer et al., 2011; Neph et al., 2012a Neph et al., , 2012b Piper et al., 2013) . However, the algorithms used in previous studies are either inefficient for mammalian genomes, or not publicly available, leaving the general community without proper computational tools.
To address this issue, we developed DNase2TF, an efficient footprint detection program. It searches for relatively protected regions within DNase I hypersensitive sites and generates a set of footprint candidates at a preset false discovery rate (FDR) threshold (Figures 1A and 1B ; Figure S1 available online). Starting with an empirical set of candidate regions based on raw cut counts, the algorithm proceeds by iterating two basic steps: (1) assessing the significance of cut depletion for all regions in the current set and (2) deciding whether to merge two closest neighboring regions for improved significance of depletion ( Figure 1B ). DNase2TF provides a marked gain in computational speed, scanning DNase I hypersensitive sites in a mammalian genome for footprint candidates in minutes (Table S1 ). Long computation times would render analysis of multiple large-genome data sets difficult (Table S1 ). We achieved fast computation not only by software engineering to maximize efficiency of computation, but also by conceptual simplification of the search algorithm: empirical selection of seed regions and rapid successive merging based on rigorous statistic for local depletion. Interestingly, our simplification strategy results in comparable or even higher prediction accuracy relative to published algorithms (see below).
Poor Prediction of TF Binding by Genomic Footprinting
We used DNase-seq data sets from ENCODE (Thurman et al., 2012) and the 3134 mouse mammary cell line Biddie et al., 2011) as reference data in a blind testing of footprint-based prediction of transcription factor binding. Such a test would directly examine the extent to which the presence of footprints over a cognate sequence motif is predictive of actual binding for a transcription factor. Figure 1C illustrates this validation framework: First, based on sequence occurrence for a given motif and DNase-seq data alone, prediction for binding is made for each sequence element. Those that have detectable footprints are predicted to bind and those without a footprint are predicted to be unbound by the factor. Then the outcome of predictions is measured against the binding regions from the ChIP-seq data for the particular transcription factor. The prediction accuracy across all possible footprint detection stringency is then assessed by receiver operator characteristic (ROC) analysis. A high curve far above the diagonal indicates a successful predictor, whereas a random predictor produces a curve that is close to the diagonal.
We compared the prediction outcomes from our algorithm DNase2TF and three previously published footprint detection methods (Hesselberth et al., 2009; Mercer et al., 2011; Piper performed using the DNase-seq and CTCF ChIP-seq data on HMF from ENCODE (bottom). The open circle on a DNase2TF ROC curve indicates the closest point from the upper left extreme, a trade-off between sensitivity and specificity, which is used in the bar plot on bottom right. Given a particular Z score threshold, the percentage of bound motif elements (within ChIP peaks) predicted by footprinting is shown for each of the three data sets in the ROC plots. (E) The relationship between ChIP signal (maximum tag density over binding site) and the footprint score for all motif elements in mm9 identified as footprint candidates z < 0) . N: 12,742, 27,331, and 32,732 for GR, AP-1, and CTCF, respectively. The GR ChIP and DNase data set is from Dextreated mouse mammary cell line 3134 . The AP-1 and CTCF ChIP and DNase data sets are from the unstimulated 3134 cells . High footprint scores (-z) correspond to strong depletion of cleavage by DNase I. The red trend curves are from Lowess fitting of all the data points. The blue boxes indicate elements that do not conform to the trend curves. See also Figures S1 and S2. et al., 2013) using the reference data for TFs with well-characterized sequence motifs and binding profiles. We also tested a TF binding prediction program that uses information from motif sequences and conservation in addition to DNase-seq (Pique-Regi et al., 2011), Another method could not be evaluated in parallel due to lack of the software portability (Chen et al., 2010) . Despite our simple search strategy, when predictive capacity was compared, the footprints detected by our algorithm were more successful in capturing binding events observed from ChIPseq ( Figure 1D ; Figure S2B ). In addition to the TFs used for the rigorous testing, we also performed a broad location analysis of DNase2TF-detected footprint candidates and found that they were highly enriched for known TF motif occurrences (Figure S2A ). This indicates that more exhaustive search algorithms such as those included in our comparison do not necessarily yield more accurate predictions for actual binding events.
Unexpectedly, a major difficulty in predicting binding based on footprints was revealed by the incomplete ROC curves generated by all the algorithms tested. This is caused by the inability of the predictors to retrieve all bound elements even at the level of minimal specificity. That is, no matter how low the threshold for calling footprints is, the footprint-based prediction of binding does not capture all bound elements. Using the mammary data for example ( Figure 1D ), at the level of 90% specificity (0.1 on the x-axis), less than half of binding sites have footprints detected with DNase2TF ($0.44 on the y-axis), whereas 56% of binding events are missed. Similar results were obtained using ENCODE DNase-seq and ChIP-seq data on K562 or HMF (Figure 1D ; Figure S2B ). Although some false-positive results (footprint but no ChIP peak) might be expected in our analysis (Schmiedeberg et al., 2009) , it was actually the false-negative results (ChIP peak but no footprint) that underlie the poor prediction of ChIP sites with footprinting. The false-negative results cannot be explained by indirect binding of factors, because our framework begins with putative DNA elements for direct binding and does not attempt any prediction for sites without the sequence motif. Deeper sequencing may not significantly improve the prediction, because a 4-fold change in sequencing depth has only a marginal effect in detection sensitivity (Figure S2C) . Nonetheless, DNase2TF performed best in all comparisons with maximal sensitivity (upper extremes of the curves) reaching up to 90%. This result prompted us to look more closely at the relationship between ChIP-seq signal intensity and footprint score. Surprisingly, we found little correlation between ChIP and extent of local depletion reported by the footprint score ( Figure 1E ). Although the trend curves were similar to those previously reported by ENCODE (Neph et al., 2012b) , these plots indicate that presentation of curve fits only is highly misleading because it neglects a large fraction of bound sequence elements without footprints ( Figure 1E , boxes).
Nuclease Digestion Signatures Are Present in the Absence of the Binding Protein
We next examined the cleavage patterns at bona fide direct binding sites to find additional characteristics accompanied by transcription factor binding. We chose the glucocorticoid (GR) and estrogen (ER) receptors because these factors bind to target elements only after hormone treatment and are thus ideal for distinguishing specific effects at the bound elements before and after binding. In fact, GR is mostly in the cytoplasm in the absence of the hormone dexamethasone. Both factors have distinct cut profiles over the nucleotide length of their sequence motif at binding sites observed in hormone-treated cells (Figure 2) . However, nearly identical GR-and ER-associated profiles were also observed over GRE and ERE sequence elements at sites with no detectable binding. The similarity becomes more striking in the relative cut intensity scale normalized for the differential hypersensitivity to DNase I in bound versus unbound sites (Figure S3) . It is possible that cut profiles over unbound sites might be contaminated by weakly bound sites that are undetected in ChIP-seq analysis. To obtain cleaner profiles at sites with no protein-DNA interactions, we assessed the cut profiles over these sites in untreated cells where the factors are either unbound (ER) or absent from the nucleus (GR). Surprisingly, we found that the same cut profiles exist even before hormone treatment, when the factors do not occupy these sites (Figure 2 ). These results demonstrate that the ''DNA cut signature'' over TF binding motif is not caused by the protein-DNA interaction, as interpreted previously. The signature is clearly detected in the absence of the binding protein.
DNA Cut Signatures Are Found in Deproteinized DNA
To test the hypothesis that the DNase signatures found at the site of TF binding were a result of DNase cut specificity and to rule out the possible involvement of other proteins, we analyzed DNase-seq data generated from cutting DNA that had been deproteinized (Lazarovici et al., 2013) . For each TF motif, we compared the composite naked DNA cut frequency profile at sequence elements found genome-wide to the in vivo profile at elements bound by their respective TF (using standard chromatin DNase-seq data). We found that the naked DNA composite cut profile is essentially identical to the chromatin cut profile from ChIP-seq validated binding sites (Figure 3 ). This is true for an array of TFs with distinct consensus binding motifs. The USF1 and SRF profiles match earlier generated profiles for these factors. However, previous investigators reported (Neph et al., 2012b ) that the specific DNase signature profiles within the accessible regions of chromatin reflect the crystal structure of the protein-DNA complex, and concluded that the signatures result from direct protection by bound proteins. Notably, the composite profiles for chromatin versus naked DNA often display relatively increased cleavage in flanking regions outside the TF binding motif for many of the factors, albeit to a varying degree. This is consistent with a model wherein the footprint depth results directly from TF-DNA interactions, unlike the DNase signature that is found at the DNA motif. However, many factors (GR, ER, serum response factor, CEBPD) did not exhibit any signs of a footprint, despite the fact that the chromatin traces are composites from ChIP-seq-identified binding sites for each of the factors.
To further characterize the nature of DNA cut signatures, we examined the cleavage profiles generated with other nucleases. Genome-wide chromatin accessibility has also been studied with benzonase and cyanase; nuclease hypersensitivity profiles obtained with these enzymes are quite similar to those produced with DNase I (Grøntved et al., 2012) . We found that the average cleavage profiles for these enzymes at bound motif elements are very different from those obtained by DNase I (Figure 4 ). This result is consistent with the model that the DNase signature reflects the DNA cleavage specificity for a given enzyme, rather than specific nucleotide protection by a bound protein.
DNA Cut Signatures Can Be Predicted from Tetranucleotide Frequency
The identical appearance of naked DNA and chromatin cut profiles at TF binding sites suggests that sequence alone may be sufficient to derive the DNase signature. We posited that this DNase signature could be predicted directly from the sequence-specific cutting frequency of DNase for deproteinized DNA, for any set of DNA sequences ( Figure 5A ). To this end, we examined the DNase cleavage patterns for many experiments. We found that the tetranucleotide cut frequency, the two nucleotides that flank each side of the DNase cut, is highly correlated between experiments, treatments, and even organisms (Figure 5B ). This measurement of DNase sequence preference indicated that the range of genome-wide tetranucleotide cut frequency for a given experiment varies over two orders of magnitude ( Figure 5B ). Next we developed an algorithm (seqToSign; Figures S4 and S5 ) that predicts the DNase signature for a given TF motif from the sequence preference patterns of DNase I. In brief, the composite profile is generated by weighting the cut fre- quency of each tetranucleotide found in a given position by the number of occurrences of the tetranucleotides at that position ( Figure S5 ). This model accurately predicts the jagged cut profile that would be present at each set of TF motif sites ( Figure 5C ). We also attempted to model the DNase signature using dinucleotide cut frequency and hexanucleotide cut frequency. The former was insufficient to model the DNase signature whereas the use of hexanucleotide cut frequency did not improve the model. This indicates that DNase cut specificity is largely determined by the four nucleotides that surround the cut site. Taken together, these findings further indicate that the DNA cut signatures that are observed at the sites of TF binding do not result from TF-DNA interactions.
Footprint Depth Is Related to the Residence Time of the Binding Factor
From surveying a large number of cleavage profiles for chromatin and naked DNA, it is evident that the central region of binding sites displays widely varying degrees of protection. In particular, GR and Sox2 manifest little or no protection ( Figure 6C; Figure S6) , which explains why DNase2TF, designed to detect significant protection from cleavage, fails to recover most of the bound motif elements that were observed in ChIP-seq. On the other hand, CTCF clearly conferred a pronounced protection on the bound DNA ( Figure 6A ), enabling de novo detection of a majority of directly bound sites by DNase2TF (e.g., 70% sensitivity at 80% specificity of prediction, Figure 1D ). The yeast Rap1 also produces deep footprints at bound motif elements ( Figure S6 ). Interestingly, these proteins have dramatically longer residence times on DNA than GR based on published binding kinetics measured in vivo. GR (McNally et al., 2000; Mazza et al., 2012) and Sox2 bind to DNA transiently in living cells with a short residence time in the range of 6-12 s. Many other transcription factors share similar, or faster, binding kinetics compared to GR. These include NF-kB, p53, and ER, all of which exhibit rapid exchange dynamics with DNA (Bosisio et al., 2006; Sharp et al., 2006; Mazza et al., 2012) . In contrast, CTCF behaves quite differently from most transcription factors due to the multitude of zinc finger domains that are utilized for stabilizing interactions with the target DNA. The binding kinetics of CTCF and Rap1 are two orders of magnitude slower than those of GR or NF-kB (Lickwar et al., 2012; Nakahashi et al., 2013) . Whereas GR and CTCF represent dramatically different mobilities, other factors fall between these two extremes. We observed that AP-1 binding motif elements tend to exhibit an intermediate level of protection ( Figure 6B ) that is readily detectable by DNase2TF. Similarly, CREB1 leaves noticeable footprints (Figure 3) . The binding kinetics of AP-1 and CREB1 have been measured in living cells (Malnou et al., 2010; Mayr et al., 2005 ). Consistent with the intermediate level of footprinting, the binding kinetics of AP-1 and CREB1 were significantly slower than GR but faster than CTCF.
DISCUSSION
The molecular mechanisms by which TFs bind to enhancers are central to our understanding of the regulation of gene expression (Guertin and Lis, 2013; Voss and Hager, 2014) . In the past decade, genome-wide studies (primarily ChIP-seq) on cell populations and real-time investigations (usually single cell approaches) have led to increasingly divergent models for factor-chromatin interactions. Population experiments are interpreted in terms of site-specific factor binding over long intervals, producing long-range interactions that activate or repress promoters. Many living cell studies, however, suggest highly dynamic exchange events with very brief residence times. A primary line of argument supporting the ''static'' view of factor template interactions derives from classic footprinting experiments. For each factor, we used genomic ChIP-seq data (Gerstein et al., 2012) to identify the bound regions in the genome. We used previously published position weight matrices (Guertin et al., 2014) to infer the precise position of TF binding within the ChIP-seq peaks. The red trace shows the average DNase cut frequency at each position over all TF motif sites within ChIP-seq peaks for that particular TF. The blue trace shows the scaled (to equalize the maximum and minimum y values across profiles over each motif) average DNase cut frequency at all TF motif sites in the genome, noting that the DNase data were derived from naked DNA digestion. The traces flanking the motif are divergent, but the traces largely overlap within the consensus-binding site for each TF.
It is argued that a footprint on the DNA requires a continuously bound protein to produce a nuclease-resistant signature characteristic of the particular factor under study (Boyle et al., 2011; Bell et al., 2011; Neph et al., 2012b) . We propose a model that provides a potential resolution of this conundrum (Figure 7 ). We describe a general correlation between DNA binding kinetics and footprint depth (Figure 6; Figure S6 ). This phenomenon likely arises from competing events of dynamic factor binding and cleavage by DNase I. Any transcription factor binding reversibly to DNA with rapid on/off rates permits a time window for a nuclease to cleave the target DNA during the off period of the binding cycle. Furthermore, a DNase I-treated sample comes from a heterogeneous population of unsynchronized cells, producing a snapshot of cleavage events at a given time. Therefore, observation of a deep protection from cleavage by a nuclease requires relatively stable binding of the transcription factor, such as with CTCF or Rap1, giving rise to a large fraction of the cells in a population with the factor Benzonase and cyanase cleavage profiles at GR, AP-1, or C/EBP-b motifs were generated and compared next to the corresponding profile from DNase I. Benzonase and cyanase data are from mouse liver (Grøntved et al., 2012) .
(A) For GR, average cut profiles were computed over 6,324 and 7,670 bound motif sites from 3134 cells and liver cells, respectively. (B) Because AP-1 ChIP-seq data are not available for mouse liver, the comparison was instead made over AP-1 motif sites within hypersensitive sites (hotspots called in each sequencing data). The profile over hypersensitive sites is nearly identical in relative intensity to that over bound motif sites for 3134, where c-Jun ChIP-seq is available. For 3134 (-Dex), average cut profile was computed over 6,708 unbound motif sites within DNase I hotspots. For benzonase liver data, average profile was computed over 6,300 motif sites within benzonase hotspots. For cyanase liver data, average profile was computed over 5,745 motif sites within cyanase hotspots.
(C) For C/EBP-b, average DNase I cut profile was computed over 7,964 bound motifs from 3T3-L1 cells 4 hr after induction (Siersbaek et al., 2011) . For benzonase and cyanase liver data, average profiles were computed over 11,133 bound motifs (-Dex; Grøntved et al., 2013) . Blue segments in a benzonase/cyanase profile indicate deviations from the corresponding DNase I cleavage signature.
occupying a target site at a given moment. However, in cases where the transcription factor has fast exchange kinetics with a short residence time on target DNA, a large fraction of cells in the captured sample must have the factor off a target DNA during a cycle of transient binding, thereby allowing DNase to cleave the site according to its sequence-inherent preference. Intermediate (A) For any given sequence, we expect that the relative DNase cut frequency at a particular site would directly reflect the genome-wide experimental cut frequency for that particular tetranucleotide. For a set of sequences compiled to build a composite profile, the cut frequency for a given position is derived from the relative abundance of all the 256 possible tetranucleotides at that position.
(B) Raw tetranucleotide cut frequency for DNase experiments are highly correlated, across diverse organisms and experimental treatments. The x axis is the raw cut frequencies for all 256 tetranucleotides in MCF7 cells. These correlate to the cut frequencies for DNase digestion of Drosophila S2 chromatin, 3134 mouse cell chromatin with and without dexamethasone treatment, naked DNA from IMR90 cells, and MCF7 cells with the addition of estrogen. (C) We compared the DNA cut signatures (model) predicted by seqToSign with the naked DNA (experimental) cut profiles. As in Figure 4 , we scaled the seqToSign traces so that each can be viewed relative to the experimental trace. See also Figures S4 and S5 .
only for TFs with sufficiently long residence times on target DNA. Interestingly, adjusting the cut count profile for the observed tetramer bias did not significantly improve the prediction of TF binding ( Figure S7 ), suggesting that the cut signatures and the footprint depth are two separable phenomena. We present a footprint search algorithm, implemented in DNase2TF, which allows efficient scanning of large genomes with comparable or better footprint detection accuracy in comparison to existing algorithms. The second component of this dynamic view originates in the observation that the ''DNA cut signatures'' arise not from protection by a bound protein, but rather from the sequence preferences of the cleaving enzyme (Figures 3, 4 , and 5; Figures S4  and S5 ). Indeed, for nuclear receptors such as GR and ER, footprints with significant depth of protection are barely detectable in DNase-seq data, but the characteristic DNA cut signatures are quite pronounced (Figures 2 and 6) . Furthermore, for all of the proteins we have examined, the cut signatures are clearly evident in deproteinized DNA. The algorithm described here, seqToSign, accurately models these signatures throughout the genome. These DNA elements are in fact the structures that site-specific DNA binding proteins recognize. This aspect of DNA structure has been recently reported as an artifact of DNase footprinting (He et al., 2014) but the dynamic basis of the footprint phenomenon was not elucidated.
We conclude that transcription factors manifest widely divergent interaction times with their recognition elements in chromatin. Protection against cleavage by nucleases results from the average time an exchanging protein is resident on the template. Several mechanisms have been advanced to explain the basis for these rapid exchange events, including chaperone action , proteasome degradation (Collins and Tansey, 2006; Kodadek et al., 2006) , and factor mobility induced during ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling (Nagaich et al., 2004; Voss et al., 2011; Voss and Hager, 2014 ). An accurate model of transcription factor function will require an in-depth understanding of the processes involved in these exchange phenomena.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Receiver Operator Characteristic Analysis Prediction for binding was made on motif occurrences within the initial search space (the set of FDR 1% DNase I hotspots), based on whether the element overlaps with a footprint candidate (with Z score less than a threshold) by more than half the motif width. If an element coincides with a footprint this way and gets confirmed as factor bound by ChIP-seq, then it , and GR (C). n, the number of bound motif elements. Below each cut count profile, schematics show a mixture of chromatin templates from the population of cells that contribute to the DNase-seq experiment. The red DNA segment indicates TF-bound elements that are protected from cleavage by DNase I for the moment. CTCF exemplifies a TF with a longlasting occupancy at cognate sequence elements, while GR is the opposite extreme known for its short residence time on target DNA in vivo. See also Figure S6 .
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Dynamic Footprints in Chromatin is a true-positive (TP) result. If a footprinted element does not overlap a ChIPseq binding site, then it is a false-positive (FP) result. If an element does not overlap a footprint but gets confirmed as factor-bound by ChIP-seq, then it is a false-negative (FN) result. If it indeed lies outside of any ChIP-seq binding site, then it is a true-negative (TN) result. The ROC curve displays prediction outcome over the entire spectrum of the sensitivity ( = TP/(TP + FN)) and 1 À specificity ( = FP/(FP + TN)) achieved by varying the prediction stringency. For DNase2TF, individual points on the ROC curve were generated by varying the Z score threshold, starting with all the footprint candidates (without regard to FDR). For the other algorithms, the p value threshold was varied from 0 to 1.
Enrichment Analysis Using Known Transcription Factor Binding Motifs
We downloaded 213 motif matrices from the TRANSFAC (TRANSFAC database 7.0 public 2005) database searched by the keyword ''human'' and 76 matrices from JASPAR (http://jaspar.genereg.net/, core set downloaded on May 14, 2012). Downloaded frequency matrices were converted to a find individual motif occurrences (FIMO) input format by the jaspar2meme (http:// meme.nbcr.net/meme/doc/jaspar2meme.html) program with -pfm parameter. FIMO was run with the option-max-stored-scores 1,000,000 and motif occurrences were obtained at the default p value cutoff of 10 À4 for each matrix. 
